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The proposed teaching and assessment methodology that appear in the guide may be subject to changes as a
result of the restrictions to face-to-face class attendance imposed by the health authorities.

Contact

Use of Languages

Name: Maria Guiomar Stampa García-Ormaechea

Principal working language: spanish (spa)

Email: Guiomar.Stampa@uab.cat

Teachers
Maria Pearce Neermann
Carmen Bestue Salinas

Prerequisites
Students must have taken the first-year module Professionalization and International Organizations.

Objectives and Contextualisation

To learn more about the interpreting profession's deontological principles.
To meet practising professional interpreters who can offer career guidance.
To experience working to the standards generally required of professional interpreters.
To find out about professional interpreting in the European institutions through the virtual
classes offered as part of the training assistance available from the European
Commission's Directorate-General for Interpretation (SCIC).
To findout about professional interpreting in the Language Interpreting Office of Spain's
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Competences
Apply techniques, rules and professional standards for interpreting.
Communicate and justify conclusions clearly and unambiguously to both specialist and non-specialist
audiences.
Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously.
Demostrate specialist knowledge of applied economics and law in conference interpreting.
Identify and apply documentation and terminological preparation techniques.
Integrate knowledge and use it to make judgements in complex situations, with incomplete information,
while keeping in mind social and ethical responsibilities.
Manage workload, and plan, organise and control bots execution.
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Manage workload, and plan, organise and control bots execution.
Solve problems in new or little-known situations within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to
the field of study.
Use acquired knowledge as a basis for originality in the application of ideas, often in a research context.

Learning Outcomes
1. Communicate and justify conclusions clearly and unambiguously to both specialist and non-specialist
audiences.
2. Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously.
3. Demonstrate an understanding of the professional context and labour market for consecutive and
simultaneous interpreting.
4. Demonstrate knowledge of the main concepts of applied economics and law in conference interpreting.
5. Handle problems related to the professional practice of the interpreter.
6. Identify and apply documentation and terminological preparation techniques.
7. Integrate knowledge and use it to make judgements in complex situations, with incomplete information,
while keeping in mind social and ethical responsibilities.
8. Manage workload, and plan, organise and control bots execution.
9. Organise and manage teams of interpreters.
10. Solve problems in new or little-known situations within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to
the field of study.
11. Use acquired knowledge as a basis for originality in the application of ideas, often in a research context.

Content

Interpreting's deontological principles.
Professional practice in the private sector.
Professional practice in institutions.
Appraisal of performance by practising professionals.
Introduction to law for interpreters.
European Union law for interpreters.
Introduction to economics for interpreters.

Methodology

Directed activities:
Lectures with student participation.
Oral presentation of work.
Supervised and autonomous activities:
Autonomous work.
Reading articles.
Tutorials.
Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.
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Activities
Title

Hours

ECTS

Learning Outcomes

27.5

1.1

3, 4, 8, 5, 6, 9, 7, 10, 1, 2, 11

25

1

3, 4, 8, 5, 6, 9

47.5

1.9

3, 4, 8, 5, 6, 9

Type: Directed
Directed
Type: Supervised
Supervised
Type: Autonomous
Autonomous

Assessment
Students may retake or compensate for failed or missed assessment activities provided that those they have actually performed account for at
least 66.6% (two thirds) of the final mark and that they have a weighted mark of 3.5 or over. Students may not retake assessment activities in
which they are found to have engaged in misconduct (plagiarism, copying, personation, etc.).
When publishing final marks prior to recording them on transcripts, lecturers will inform students, in writing, of the procedure to follow to retake
or compensate for assessment activities. Lecturers may set one assignment per failed or missed assessment activity or a single assignment
to cover a number of such activities.
In the case of retaking or compensating for an activity, the highest final mark that can be obtained is 5. If the assessment activities a student
has performed account for 25% or less of the subject's final mark, their work will be classified as "not assessable" on their transcript.
Students who engage in misconduct in an assessment activity will receive a mark of 0 for the activity in question. Misconduct in more than
one assessment activity will result in a final mark of 0 for the module.

Assessment Activities
Title

Weighting

Hours

ECTS

Learning Outcomes

Assignment on Economics for Interpreters

40%

20

0.8

4, 7, 10, 1, 2, 11

Assignment on Law

40%

20

0.8

4, 7, 10, 1, 2, 11

Reflection on the portfolio about Mentoring seminars

20%

10

0.4

3, 8, 5, 6, 9
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Software
LMS: Moodle
Text processor: Word (or similar)
Pdf reader: Acroboat Reader (or similar)
Browser: Chrome (or similar)
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